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"I like a little rebellion now and then...The spirit of resistance to 
government is so valuable that I wish it to be always kept alive. 
It will often be exercised when wrong, but better so than not to 
be exercised at all." --Thomas Jefferson  





 

 

PROLOGUE Admiral Katerina Sartori awoke early, as was her habit. She liked giving herself ample time to perform her morning routine before she had to begin the day. The summons to appear be-fore the joint chiefs of the Alliance military had been unexpected, but it was no reason to break her routine. The summons had included no indication of what the meet-ing was to be about. She held no illusions that it was merely to wish her well on her retirement. The changing of command ceremony releasing her from her former position as command-ing officer of the 2nd Fleet had taken place a week before. Fleet Admiral Holiday had already sent the customary letter con-gratulating her on a job well done. It was unlikely he would be calling her now to say the same in person. Katerina had been looking forward to returning to Terra. More than a year had passed since she had last seen her grand-children, and it would be nice to be on the same planet as her children again. This meeting suggested that she wouldn’t be seeing them as soon as she had hoped. The waiting room outside the chiefs’ conference room was well appointed. A nervous junior lieutenant asked if she need-ed anything while she waited. Declining the offer, she contented herself with admiring the view of Braz through the station’s wide window. She considered it a tactical weakness to have such a large, vulnerable window at the heart of Alliance command, but it was a nice view. While she waited, the junior lieutenant kept looking up from his desk anxiously. The Academy must still be talking about her as if she were some kind of legend. She supposed it was because her victory over the Dotran at Ailleroc had been the last major naval engagement of the war. In truth, it had 
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been the last major battle in sixteen years. Either way, the manner in which they talked about her made new officers ide-alize her. It just made her uncomfortable. After only a few minutes, the lieutenant informed her that the chiefs were ready. She thanked the young man and went into the conference room. Seated around an oval table were the chiefs of the Alliance military: Fleet Admiral Grant Holiday of the navy, General Gret Joroka of the marines, and General Jose Garcia of the army. The room was devoid of the customary aides that should have been accompanying these leaders. Katerina saluted when she entered, and Admiral Holiday returned the gesture. The lieutenant who had showed her in closed the door behind her. Her curiosity was piqued as she considered the implications of the lack of aides. Whatever this meeting was about, it would involve only the three highest ranking members of the military and her. No good could come of that. “Admiral Sartori, forgive us for calling you here on such short notice. I have no doubt you were looking forward to your retirement. Unfortunately, we are going to have to ask you to postpone your plans,” Admiral Holiday said by way of greeting. At least they weren’t beating around the bush, Katerina thought. She would be officially retired as of tomorrow. Since she had spent the better part of forty years in uniform, it was unlikely they would forcibly require her to return to service, but that they wanted her for anything had her concerned. “The Alliance will always have my service,” Katerina re-plied automatically. “Thank you, Katerina,” Holiday said. “I wouldn’t ask if it wasn't important.” Turning to a computer terminal beside him, he activated a holo projector in the table. An image of a prison facility ap-peared, hovering over the table. One of the outer walls of the compound had collapsed, and there were other signs of de-struction around the compound. 
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“Two days ago, we received a packet ship from our forces on Sulas. One of our detention centers was savagely attacked by insurgents. They succeeded in freeing over seven hundred highly dangerous dissidents and terrorists. The insurgents at-tacked the prison with starships and a highly effective and dangerous commando unit. They killed half the prison guards and also managed to shoot down half a dozen of our fighters before escaping into hyperspace.” Despite the seriousness of the news, Sartori found herself impressed. That a civilian group could manage to pull off such a feat was quite an accomplishment. She’d never have thought that a group existed within the Alliance that could pull some-thing like this off. That troubled her. Holiday continued, “The attack was led by two of our own: Major Maarkean Ocaitchi and Corporal Zeric Dustlighter. Our forces intercepted communications between the two during the attack.” The image of the prison shifted to the faces of a Terran and a Braz. Next to each man was a brief military biography. She did not recognize either of them, but something jumped out from the Braz’s biography. “Major Ocaitchi served under me,” Katerina said. “He was in the Enterprise’s air group during the battle of Ailleroc.” With a sound of disgust, General Joroka said, “Corporal Dustlighter also served during the war. It seems their loyalties have since changed. “Up until five years ago, Major Ocaitchi had an exemplary record. After retiring from active duty, he continued to serve in the Reserves for many years and had recently been promoted to squadron commander. Then his sister got involved with some subversive groups. She must have been the one to turn him, because shortly before she was due to be arrested, they both disappeared from the planet. “Dustlighter left the military years ago, and every indica-tion is that he spent that time in a life of crime.” 
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“Why did they attack the detention center?” Katerina asked. “The prison held several high-profile subversives. This is not common knowledge, but several months ago, the govern-ments of each of the planets in the Kreogh region held a meeting. The result of this meeting was a set of demands that they transmitted to the Alliance government. Several of the members of this illegal gathering were arrested on Sulas. We believe Major Ocaitchi was attempting to free them.” This news came as more of a shock than the prison break. She had heard nothing about this meeting or demands being made to the Alliance government. As far as she had been aware, all of the planets in the Kreogh region were peaceful and loyal. “Unfortunately, this is not the worst of the news,” Holiday continued. “There are indications that the Dotrans are covertly pulling the strings. One of the attendees at the conference, a Kowwok named Lahkaba, was a former member of their military. We believe he may have been involved in the attack on the prison as well. This suggests the Dotran may be attempting to destabilize the region so they can retake control.” If the news before had been unsettling, this was even more so. While the Alliance had been at peace with the Dotrans for years, Katerina had no doubt their former enemies were capa-ble of plotting something like this. They had been embarrassingly defeated during the war, by her in several cas-es, and would no doubt be eager for revenge. Holiday went on, “Congress has decreed that all govern-ments that participated in this meeting are to be unseated. They have already authorized local Alliance governors to as-sume control until new elections can be held. Unfortunately, that message was dispatched before we learned about the at-tack on Sulas. Things appear to have escalated. On station in the sector, we only have Task Group 42 along with a few squadrons from Task Group 43, plus small army garrisons on 
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each world. These may not be sufficient to handle any attempts to rebel. “We’re preparing the 3rd Marine Expeditionary Force to as-sert Alliance authority in the sector and to show the Dotrans they won’t get it back without a fight. You have experience in the region and the respect of friend and foe alike. We’d like to appoint you as colonial sector commander, which will include a promotion to the rank of fleet admiral. You’ll have command over the 3rd MEF, all of the army garrisons and the entire 4th Fleet. With you in command, we’re hoping the bloodshed can be minimized.” Katerina had no doubt about that. She had seen more than enough bloodshed in her time. A younger and less experienced commander would be more likely to retaliate with unneces-sary violence. That would only lead to pointless deaths and exacerbate the situation. The chiefs’ decision to send her made strategic sense, but returning to the uniform right as she was about to put it aside gave her pause. This would not be a short-term assignment. It was a three-month journey just to get to the Kreogh Sector, plus the time preparing, the time there, and the journey home. Taking this command would push her retirement back at least a year—more likely, two or three. Had her husband still been alive, she was sure she would have declined. As much as she missed her children and grand-children, she would still be spending a good portion of her retirement alone. One last mission did hold some appeal for her. Making her decision, Katerina asked, “When will the task force be ready?” “Hopefully within the next two months. We’ve recalled some ships and are prioritizing others in maintenance. We have an intelligence unit preparing to depart in the next few days. We hope to be able to infiltrate the subversive elements and gather intel before your arrival.” 
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“Excellent,” Katerina replied. “We’ll need to know every-thing we can about them. This operation won’t be as straightforward as the war with the Dotran.” She took a harder look at the two men whose faces were still displayed on the hologram. What would cause Alliance of-ficers to betray their oaths of allegiance? she wondered. Whatever the reason, she would make sure they paid the price for their treason. 



 

 

CHAPTER 1 Lahkaba stared out into the darkness as the vehicle carried him forward. They were many kilometers from the nearest city, so there was no city glow to brighten the night. Neither of Sulas’ moons was currently visible, which made the darkness even more oppressive. He found something poetic in that. Being surrounded by darkness, unable to see beyond the car’s headlights, matched how he felt. The victory on Enro had inspired him—for the first time, he had felt things were about to change—but that feeling had only lasted until he had returned to Sulas. The news about the uprising had reached Sulas days before Lahkaba and the rest of the delegates had. This fact was una-voidable and not unexpected. He expected similar uprisings or protests to spring up across Sulas, either as a direct response to their own legislature being disbanded or after hearing news about Enro’s uprising. Despite his general distaste for the an-cient Kowwok religion, he had made several silent prayers to the Great One that he wouldn’t find the entire planet in a vio-lent upheaval. Much to his dismay, his prayers had apparently been an-swered. As far as he could tell, there hadn’t been a single incident. The general population believed that the uprising on Enro had failed. The planetary news network repeated this as fact, which was also not unexpected. This news had kept any homegrown protests from spreading beyond a few isolated in-cidents. What had surprised Lahkaba was the person who kept call-ing for people not to protest: Hans Kantor, former speaker of the Sulas legislature. He could be seen on every news source, official and unofficial, calling for people not to respond. The 
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man had apparently peacefully capitulated when the Alliance had disbanded the legislature. Hans Kantor had been a leading public figure on Sulas since the end of the Great War. He had helped bridge the gap be-tween the Alliance and non-Alliance populations. It had been his efforts that had led to non-Alliance species gaining voting rights in the planetary government. He had also done nothing to stop the baseless arrests and imprisonments in Olan prison, nor had he seriously cam-paigned for the extension for full Alliance citizenship, though those things were also beyond his authority. Governor Howell, the Alliance-appointed governor, had final authority. He had overturned or ignored most of the efforts of the legislature. While Lahkaba was merely disappointed by Kantor’s acceptance of the disbandment, Lei-mey, his Ronid associate, was livid. Her first reaction had been to suggest treating Kantor as the enemy. She even went so far as to suggest sending Zeric after him. Lahkaba found that amusing, but he kept it to himself. They were currently on their way to meet with Kantor and all of the former legislature members. As this was in clear vio-lation of the Alliance decree, Lahkaba took it as a good sign. Lei-mey, however, planned to use it as an opportunity to tell Kantor exactly what she thought. That was not unusual, either. Lights appeared in the darkness. They grew, and soon Lahkaba could make out the shape of a house, though he couldn’t make out any more details beyond that. The vehicle came to a stop just inside the glow from the windows. Lahkaba, along with Lei-mey and a Terran named Pasha Alon, climbed out of the vehicle. The remaining two delegates, who had traveled with him from Enro, followed. They were Ayla Doorna, a Braz female, and Muhammed Kumar, a Terran male. Unlike the others, these last two had not participated di-rectly in the battle on Enro, but that was more due to their advanced age than to a lack of conviction. 
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A squeak broke the silence of the dark night, and Lahkaba turned to see a grey-haired Terran opening a screen door. Hans Kantor smiled down at them from the porch, the light from behind casting him in an eerie shadow. Silently, Lahkaba mouthed another prayer to the Great One that this wasn’t an omen of Kantor’s intentions. Then, remembering the back-handed way in which his previous prayer had been answered, he immediately regretted it. “My friends, welcome home,” Kantor said, greeting them with a smile. “Please come in; the night air is chilly at this time of year.” Lahkaba glanced at the others and saw them shivering, Lei-mey more so than the others. His white fur did an excellent job of regulating his temperature and insulating him from outside fluctuations. It felt quite pleasant to him. The group followed Kantor into the house. The door and walls were made from local wood instead of synthetic materi-als. Once inside, they went down a short hall lined with pictures. Lahkaba recognized Kantor and his wife in several of them, along with a wide variety of other Terrans, whom he as-sumed to be members of Kantor’s family. Kantor showed them into a large room that was currently filled to overflowing with others. Almost every member of the former legislature was present, standing or sitting around the room. How all of these people had managed to gather without attracting Alliance attention, Lahkaba didn’t know. The thought that this might be an Alliance trap to arrest them all at once had occurred to him more than once. But the risk was necessary. Almost as one, the group started to greet Lahkaba and the others. It had been six months since he had seen most of them. After returning to Sulas from the first Kreogh Sector Congress meeting, he had immediately been forced to go into hiding. From there, he had helped with the prison break on Olan and then been on the run with Maarkean. 
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The pleasantries were kept short, and Kantor called every-one to attention after only a few minutes. With this many people, it took a few more for everyone to get settled and quiet. All eyes turned toward Kantor, and the air buzzed with antici-pation. “Thank you all for coming. I’ve called this meeting as a pri-vate citizen, inviting friends together. We are not meeting as the Sulas legislature. But as friends, we owe it to those who re-cently returned from Enro to hear their side of the story before we jump to any conclusions about their actions,” Kantor began. Lahkaba cocked his head to the side at the introduction. Legally speaking, it was a necessary declaration. The Alliance had outlawed the legislature but had not, so far, banned gath-erings at private residences. The rest of Kantor’s remarks were evasive and revealed nothing about his true intentions. “So I invite Lahkaba to step forward and give a report to the rest of us about what happened.” That startled Lahkaba. Lei-mey had traditionally been the speaker for the delegation. He had not even been among them when they had departed Sulas before the last meeting, so he had only a vague idea of what had occurred on Sulas recently. Looking at the others, though, he started to think it might be a good idea for him to speak. Ayla and Muhammed were highly regarded by the legislature, but neither gave very good speeches. Pasha had been raised to the delegation after his in-volvement in the Olan prison break, which meant the members probably supported that action, but he also had no experience with public speaking. And Lei-mey, based on the look on her face, probably wouldn't play nice. So Lahkaba began. “As you all know, after I returned to Sulas from the first Kreogh Sector Congress meeting, I went into hiding to avoid an arrest warrant. After Lei-mey was ar-rested, I met a former Alliance naval officer named Maarkean Ocaitchi and a former marine, Zeric Dustlighter. They con-
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vinced me and several others, Pasha included, to stage a prison break of everyone held illegally in Olan Detention Center. “The break-out went well, and we fled with the refugees to the planet of Irod.” Though Irod was technically a moon, it had been decided at the last Congress meeting to keep the location secret. Irod existed in navigational charts merely as PX-1997, one of many barely charted worlds in an uninhabited system. “From there, I left to join Maarkean and Zeric as they con-tinued to fight the oppressive rule of the Alliance.” That wasn’t exactly true, either. Maarkean had originally wanted nothing beyond getting his sister, Saracasi, out of prison. But his friend had since become fully committed to fighting the Alliance, so Lahkaba doubted he’d mind this slight fib. “When I learned of the second Kreogh Sector Congress meeting, Maarkean took me to Enro to participate. While there, the order from the Alliance unseating the planetary govern-ments arrived. Prime Minister Corte, leader of the Enro parliament, requested that all of the congressional delegates join the Enroians in opposing the order. Maarkean offered to lead the defense of Perth, where their parliament met. He con-vinced us that if we let the Enroians make this stand alone, it would be in vain. “Together, the planets of the Kreogh sector are strong. We showed that in the victory over the Alliance on Enro. The city held, and the Alliance commander surrendered. Enro is now free from Alliance occupation, but they will not remain that way unless we all band together.” Lahkaba watched the crowd as he spoke. While he consid-ered himself capable, he would never call himself a moving public speaker. Yet, he noticed many heads nodding as he spoke. It became clear that many in the legislature were in-spired by the events on Enro. A bit of Lei-mey must have slipped into his head, because Lahkaba found himself continuing, “When I arrived back here to find that Sulas' leadership had simply rolled over to the Alli-
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ance, I was ashamed. The people of Enro rose up to defend their government. People here on Sulas are ready to do the same. But this body has not picked up that call. Instead, we meet in secret and call for citizens to remain calm.” Many faces turned sour at his accusation, but far more looked ashamed. Lahkaba went on, “We represent the people of this planet. It is our responsibility to protect their rights. One of their rights is to pick their leaders. By allowing the Alli-ance to disband us without a fight, we have robbed the people of that right.” An uncomfortable silence hung in the air, and Kantor stood up behind Lahkaba. “Thank you, Lahkaba. That was very illu-minating.” Kantor fixed Lahkaba with a look that made it clear his time speaking was done. Reluctantly, he moved from the center of the group, yielding the floor back to Kantor. It was still unclear to him where Kantor stood and what would happen next. “It is clear that many of you support our delegate’s decision to participate in the rebellion on Enro,” Kantor began, casting a stern look across the room. “While I don’t disagree with the principle, the sudden escalation to violence is troubling. As I warned after the events at Olan, violence will only lead to more violence. The attack on the prison corrected a grave injustice, but now we stand on the precipice of war because of it. “Would you have us incite the people to rise up like the Enroians? The Alliance already has troops occupying several cities. It is not a matter of defending a single city from a small force. Here on Sulas, there are many more Alliance forces on the ground, along with warships in orbit. An uprising will lead to the deaths of thousands, maybe tens or hundreds of thou-sands.” Shooting up from her seat, Lei-mey angrily retorted, “You want us to just accept this as you’ve done? Go on the media and tell the people to bow down to tyranny?” 
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Kantor stiffened, and Lahkaba expected a shouting match to begin. Those two had never gotten along very well. “No. I regret my earlier announcements. We had incomplete infor-mation, and I did not want a massacre to occur, as I believed had happened on Enro. I would still like to avoid violence and death. Anyone’s death.” Lei-mey appeared ready to continue, but Lahkaba reached up and put a hand on her arm. She turned her head to look down at him, and he looked into her multi-faceted eyes. Her mandibles rubbed together and she pursed her lips as she con-sidered him. From past experience, he knew that to be a sign that she was thinking something over. Lei-mey turned back to Kantor and spoke in a calmer voice. “What do you propose instead?” Taking a deep breath, Kantor took Lei-mey’s tone as a peace offering and continued in his usual calm voice. “A spon-taneous uprising will result in many people dead. Lahkaba was correct about one thing: we need to remain united with the other worlds of the Kreogh sector. We cannot win a fight alone. I assume a date was set for another meeting?” “It was. Each delegation is to meet with their government and decide whether or not to ignore the Alliance’s order to disband. And then to send delegates along with military aid to a secret location to be used to start training an army to oppose the Alliance’s order.” “Then I propose exactly that,” Kantor said, his voice gaining enthusiasm. “We continue our work with the other worlds of the sector. Only with their help can we succeed.” Most of the people nodded in agreement with Kantor. For some reason, Lahkaba felt like he had just lost, despite getting one of the things he had been advocating.  Zeric Dustlighter looked out over the city of Perth. It had been a while since the uncontrolled fires had all been put out, 
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but he still remembered what it looked like when they were marring the city with smoke and flame. Even without the fires, the city still looked scarred from the earlier battle, even though it had been almost a month since the last shot had been fired. Despite the craziness of the battle that had caused all of the damage, Zeric found himself thinking fondly of those days. Normally, he would have chosen sitting in a comfortable hotel room over getting shot at, but after sitting around with nothing to do for a month, he was getting restless. At first, he had helped with the clean up. But the predomi-nately Ronid population of Enro had shown their legendary efficiency. It had not taken them long to complete all of the work that unskilled labor could manage. The process of re-building would take longer but would now require trained hands. If it had been his choice, he wouldn't still be here. Defend-ing the city of Perth from an Alliance assault force had been a noble act that he didn’t regret, even though they had commis-sioned him into their hastily formed militia. But he had no desire to continue to support them. His time here so far had already laced his reddish-brown hair with more grey than he was comfortable with. Now that the battle was done and all of the Alliance forces had surrendered, he felt ready to move on. But Maarkean had felt obliged to help prepare the city for the next Alliance attack. The Alliance would undoubtedly retal-iate with a strike force to reclaim the planet. Zeric didn’t disagree that it would happen. He just didn’t see it as his prob-lem. While he could sympathize with the Enroians, Zeric felt that his talents were wasted here. If he was really going to commit himself to this rebellion—and it was a rebellion, despite what others might try to call it—he should be out taking the fight to the Alliance. Defensive battles were already half lost. He had been unable to convince anyone else of that. Gu’od and Gamaly were content to wait. The Enroian government 
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had made good on their promise to pay for the shielded per-sonnel carrier (SPC) and the weapons Zeric and the others had provided them. Using their share, the two Liw’kel had even taken some time to have a mini-vacation in one of the planet’s other, more intact cities. Even though Maarkean insisted that they should continue to serve the Enroians, the Enroians weren’t that interested in receiving their help. Technically, Maarkean was still the official commander of the militia, but it had been weeks since he had had any duties. When Maarkean had nothing to do, there was even less for Zeric. With luck, that was all about to change. Maarkean and Lohcja had been summoned to a meeting with the Enroian cab-inet. Zeric was glad that he hadn’t been included, but he was very curious to learn the results. A sound from the door caught his attention, and he turned to see Gu’od, Gamaly, and Saracasi coming in. Like her brother, Saracasi bore a purple screfa tattoo on her pale skin, identify-ing her clan. The purple matched her eyes and contrasted nicely with her long braid of red hair. Gu’od and Gamaly were both Liw’kel, him a light tan and her a powder blue. The anten-nae on their head were thicker and shorter than the narrow stalks of Enro’s Ronid population. Startled to see all of them arrive at once, Zeric was glad he had bothered to get dressed this morning. A man with room service and nowhere to go didn’t really need pants. “You could have knocked,” Zeric said. “And miss the chance to catch you in your underwear?” Gamaly asked with a playful smile. “You just need to ask for that,” Zeric said with a grin, before casting a glance at Gu’od. “And get me a promise that he won’t kill me.” “I could never make that promise,” Gu’od said, his facial ex-pression his normal variety of neutral. 
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“But seriously, what’s up?” Zeric asked, ignoring the im-plied threat like he had all of the ones before it. “Got a message from Maarkean,” Saracasi said as she took a seat. “He’s on his way back here.” “Already?” Zeric asked, surprised. “That was a quick meet-ing.” Saracasi shrugged. “Guess so. He wanted to meet with us. Guess he has a plan now.” “Finally,” Zeric said, rubbing his hands together. They sat around for another fifteen minutes waiting for Maarkean. During that time, Solyss Novastar, Eri’dos Ar’cher, and Fracsid Relis arrived. The three transport captains made the room feel overly full, and Zeric considered seeing if the ho-tel had a conference room they could use. But everyone had been told to come here instead of Maarkean’s room or some-place else, and Zeric assumed that had been done for a reason. When Maarkean finally arrived, followed into the room by Lohcja Cargon, Zeric immediately picked up on his friend’s irri-tation. Normally emotionally reserved, Maarkean’s eyes were on fire and his cheeks were flushed. Instead of a cool, deter-mined gait, he strode into the room quickly without acknowledging anyone. Zeric turned to Lohcja, who stopped beside him, and gave the green Ronid a curious look. Lohcja ignored him, instead focusing his attention on the floor. Zeric found this behavior even more unexpected. He had seen Maarkean angry, but he had never seen Lohcja look ashamed. “The Enro cabinet has decided our services will no longer be required,” Maarkean said without preamble. The group exclaimed in surprise and outrage. Zeric was surprised by the news, too, but something caught his attention he didn’t think anyone else had noticed. “You said ‘our.’” 
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Maarkean looked at Zeric and nodded. “Indeed, I did. The cabinet said that a Ronid world should be protected by Ronids. We’re not Ronids.” “That’s preposterous,” Gamaly said. “There’s quite a sizable Liw’kel population living here, along with not a few other spe-cies.” “Who’s taking command? Chief Kamalas?” Gu’od said, stay-ing much calmer than his wife. Maarkean shook his head and said, his tone still laced with sarcasm, “No. Apparently, only a member of the warrior caste should lead their army.” “Warrior caste?” Zeric asked, confused. Lohcja had men-tioned the old Ronid caste system on occasion, but he thought that had disappeared centuries ago. “You know that guy who’s been in the news lately?” Maarkean asked. Zeric just returned a blank stare, but Saracasi answered, “Shaden Zhet?” “That’s the one. He succeeded in getting himself appointed as the new minister of defense. Apparently his Heritage Party has gained a lot of popularity in the last month.” “Who is this guy, and why do we care?’ Zeric asked, not fol-lowing the conversation. Saracasi let out an exasperated sigh. “Zhet is the leader of a party that is calling for a return to the old ways of the caste system. He’s claiming that had they returned to the caste sys-tem after the Kravic occupation ended, Rona would have been strong enough to defend Enro from the Alliance. He also claims that they wouldn’t have needed a Braz to step in and defend them.” “Apparently, I am everything that is wrong with Ronid civi-lization,” Maarkean said with a flourish. “So who is in charge then?” Zeric asked, ignoring the de-tails. 
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Maarkean looked past him toward Lohcja, who was still looking down at the floor. Everyone in the room followed the look. Had he been in Lohcja’s place, Zeric was sure he would have gone pink with embarrassment. Fortunately for Lohcja, Ronid carapace had no ability to change shades like that. “I’m not actually in charge,” Lohcja retorted. “Just in com-mand of the unit they are sending to join the Union army.” “The unit he speaks of is a new battalion,” Maarkean ex-plained. “The grand total of Enro’s commitment to the united cause is a single battalion.” Saracasi looked at her brother, confused. “Wasn’t the Alliance garrisoning this planet with just a single battalion?” “They were. But this is one of the least defended planets, being so far from Confederate space. The rest of the systems have a much bigger Alliance presence,” Zeric answered. “So we go with Lohcja and join this Union army,” Saracasi said, her comment more of a question than a statement. Zeric would have expected her to be the one clamoring to join. “If it ever forms,” Lohcja said quietly. “Another thing Zhet is championing is that Enro can stand on her own.” “Then why is he sending you to join with the rest of the sec-tor?” Fracsid asked. “If he thinks Enro can defend itself, why send troops away?” “To get rid of Lohcja,” Solyss said, nodding in understand-ing from where he sat next to Fracsid. Wearing a finely tailored jacket, which stood out amongst the torn and ragged clothing of the other transport captains, Solyss leaned his dark Terran body back in his chair. He start-ed gesturing as he continued. He was the perfect image of a university professor giving a lecture. ”Lohcja is a threat to him, just as much as Maarkean was. More so. Because he’s a Ronid who fought and gained some notoriety. But unlike Maarkean or Chief Kamalas, he can’t just dismiss Lohcja.” 
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“Why not?” Zeric asked, feeling just as confused as Fracsid looked. “He’s a member of the warrior caste. And Zhet claims they are the ones who need to lead the fight. Sending Lohcja away to join the Union hedges their bets in case help is needed and gets rid of a potential rival.” Lohcja made an agitated click with his mandibles. “That is mostly right. But fortunately, Zhet doesn’t have that much au-thority. Prime Minister Corte and most of the cabinet are still fully in support of a united Kreogh sector.” “That’s good, right?” Fracsid asked. Speaking up for the first time in a while, Maarkean’s tone once again had his normal, calm, authoritative quality. “Yes, it is. We signed up to see the Alliance’s harsh rules repealed. Not just for Enro, but for the entire Kreogh sector.” “You got a plan?” Zeric asked, putting Maarkean on the spot. It had been done to him enough that he wanted to see Maarkean squirm a little. There was a noticeable pause from Maarkean, and Zeric momentarily felt bad for enjoying it, before Maarkean contin-ued. “We recruit. Find people like us who are capable fighters, and join up with the Union.” 


